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Everywhere the teeming millions of people, pathetic, ill-
nourished, in abject poverty and in dirty clothes—the endless
flow of men, women and children who seem to be seeking some-
thing they can never find—happiness perhaps but more often
food.
There is no doubt that the tension in India has been largely
due to the attitude adopted by the English toward the Indian*
It rankles. There are few Indians in the great cities who have
not suffered, often slightly enough—but the wound has been
kept open, and if healed has left a scar ; and every scar is a
reminder. There is envy too—envy of higher salaries, of
apparent wealth, of expensive sport, of the plenty and the waste,
of the clubs and even of the very arrogance that the Indian
would so like himself to adopt. His temperament is not an
easy one. He is his own worst enemy. He seeks for a grievance
and never fails to find one, real or non-existing, and as a rule he
suffers from an incurable inferiority complex.
The most interesting and attractive social gatherings I
attended in India were the dinner parties at which England and
India were represented—and both represented by their best.
Yet even there it was easy to discover that questions existed
that were " tabu " ; subjects that were never discussed. The
barrier exists even across the dinner-table. This barrier I, as a
stranger, refused to recognize and I plunged deep into the
forbidden waters—and how deep they are 1—and dragged my
fellow guests with me. There were generally ladies present,
English and Indian—wise, understanding and intelligent. How
well they talked, all those people, how frank the opinions and
how sincere. We spoke little of government or administration
but of the emotions and sympathies that once expressed and once
recognized bring people together and let the soul escape
from the prison of habitual reticence. The ice was broken.
Englishman and Indian responded and we sat long at table—
long after dinner was served—in an atmosphere of intense
interest. I was struck by several things—the attitude of the
Englishmen who, once their restraint discarded, did not conceal
their evident desire for a new relationship with the Indian or
their regret at the actual state of things—the beauty of the
English language as spoken by the highly educated and
intellectual Indians ; their choice of words, their tone of voice,
their mastery of expression—and the elegance of body and of
mind of the sprinkling of Indian ladies who were our fellow

